Tavie’s First Cruising Season – Summer 2021
We’ve just put Tavie to rest for the winter after spending a wonderful summer. She performed above our expectations in
every sense of the word.
She is going “on the hard” in La Conner, Washington, which is a very quaint village. They move the lift to the spot where
she will be set on blocks.

For those who don’t know the story behind buying this boat, I’ll fill you in. We sold StarPlath 5 years ago. NO MORE
BOATS! Then Tavie died at 19 so NO MORE DOGS! James Leishman who sold us StarPlath called to offer condolences
about Tavie. During the conversation Lance asked about their new model, the N41. I could hear the conversation and after
about 3 minutes I said “BUY IT!” So we did. And as soon as he hung up the phone, I said “Now we need a dog!” Tikki’s
breed is NGAD… Never Get Another Dog!!!!!!!!
The boat was shipped to Dana Point and when we got her, she still needed to have a few minor things fixed. Being the
first off the assembly line, Nordhavn went over the boat with a fine tooth comb. Every system was inspected and tested.
They are so customer oriented as they want their customers to have no problems. Remember this was a brand new boat,
built in a new yard for Nordhavn and the yard is in Turkey. No one from Nordhavn could travel there during COVID so
this boat was built using a lot of Zoom time between the yard and Nordhavn. I kept calling this boat “a pig in a poke”
since we didn’t get to really see much of it until it arrived in Dana Point. Someone told me I was insulting Nordhavn but
seriously, a pig in a poke is defined as “something that is bought without knowing its value or seeing it first” which is
exactly what this boat was to us. When it arrived we were delighted with the workmanship. We thought it was even better
than our 40’ StarPlath (also Nordhavn). It also came fully outfitted with dishes, glassware, linens and even
monogrammed robes (a few Nordy owners experienced “robe envy” when we were at the Nordhavn rendezvous). So to
get underway, we just had to supply food and clothing.

I’ll summarize our season starting with the trip from Dana Point to Anacortes. Lance had made this trip north and south
and neither trip was fun so we decided to hire Captain Nikolay and his sidekick Camo.

They did an outstanding job... got the boat 1,200 miles in 6 1/2 days, averaging 7 1/2 knots which is extremely good for a
41’ boat. Nicolay seemed genuinely pleased with how she handled the entire trip. We also had the good fortune in that his
mom (his family is Bulgarian) had made lots of food for them and since they made such good time, there were lots of
leftovers which we got to eat.
Now we were ready to head to Alaska. We left Anacortes on July 1st and went to Reid Harbor, last US stop before
heading to Canada. The morning we were getting ready to leave for Canada, the toilet CRAPPED out (pun intended) so
we just looked at each other and said we better get that fixed before we leave. And because we had a late start we figured
Alaska was out of the question and since Canada wouldn’t let us cruise there, we figured we’d be in Puget Sound and the
San Juan’s for the summer. Well, MacGyver (aka Lance) got to the pump and did some magic and it was working again.
But we were still hesitant to leave with the thought of the toilet not working so we just sat there in a funk. But as I sat
there I said, “We did not get a boat to sit at a marina. If we are afraid to go because the toilet might not work, then we
shouldn’t have a boat. To hell with fear, we’re leaving now!” And away we went.
So Canada had COVID rules since we Americans are “COVID Mary’s” (akin to Typhoid Mary’s of old). They have to
allow you passage through their waters by marine law called “Innocent Passage.” We had to supply a float plan that only
allowed for anchorages (could not touch land). And the only reason they allow you to anchor is that it is VERY dangerous
to try to navigate at night due to the plethora of logs in the water.

We tied up at the customs’ dock in Van Isle and waited for the border officer to come check us in. The trip from Van Isle
to Ketchikan is 650 miles. We spread it out over 15 days because you have to plan on timing certain rapids and it’s very
tiring to stand at the helm for hours on end (again, refer to photo above to see why someone is always at the helm). So the
officer took one look at our plan and said “that’s too long. You should be able to do this in 10 days. It is not a pleasure
trip.” That meant we would have to average 10 hour days for 10 days since we normally go about 6 knots. I looked at him
and this is my exact quote... “My husband is almost 78 years old and I am almost 75. THAT’S AS FAST AS WE CAN
GO!!!!!” His response “do what’s safe!” It pays to be an old lady sometimes - people are intimidated by us.
So we got underway to Alaska. This boat performed perfectly and it is a very comfortable boat. When we first started
boating on StarPlath, we seemed to go from one adventure to another so I wrote lots of stories. This summer actually
proved a little boring (although in boating that’s a good thing). We did have one very exciting night. People put their crab
pots around the rim in a lot of the anchorages (crab pots have to be in fairly shallow waters). This particular anchorage
was relatively small so we had to be somewhat close to shore but felt we were far enough that we were safe. The anchor
on this boat is more than adequate but this anchorage had a rocky bottom which makes it difficult to get a perfect grip.
Around 10 that night a huge blow came up along with a driving rain. The boat starting dragging which meant we could
end up on the rocks and lose the boat as well as our lives.

Not to be dramatic but for once in the 46+ years Lance and I have been married, this was about the second time that he
actually said he was scared. I being the calm person I am (LOL), was freaking out. So we knew we had to move. It was
pitch black and the chart for that anchorage was not accurate. So we said a lot of prayers, took out the search light and
moved the boat to where we thought we were safe and were able to get a better grip with the anchor but we both got up
and checked every hour during the night to make sure we were still holding.

We made it to Alaska - yippee! Ready to go crabbing for Dungeness, one of our favorite foods. Spent $200 for fishing
licenses and $100 for the crab pot. Couldn’t wait to fill the boat with crabs. We would go to anchorages and put out the
crab pot. NOTHING but babies which we have to toss back (they wouldn’t be good eating anyway). Finally we got to an
anchorage with tons of crab pots so we hoped we would finally get some. So here is a picture of our good fortune... four 2
1/2 pounds each which are really big ones. Here’s Dr. Evil performing his nefarious deed. Years ago I was talking to
another boater who said he loved crab too but he said the first one he caught he named Buster (old folks like us remember
Buster Crabbe as Buck Rogers) and didn’t want to eat him. The next one he named Dinner!

And here is how we “caught” them!

So by the end of the season, we had caught zero crabs ourselves, spent $300 to get ready and then $50 for the 4 crabs.
Rather expensive dining. When we got back to Anacortes we made friends with our boat neighbors (Bryan and Barb).
They went crabbing and came back with a bunch and gave us 2. Wow, it pays to be nice to your neighbor. I’m not sure I
would ever be that generous! So we did get to enjoy crabs this season. Hopefully we’ll have better luck next year.
And speaking of seafood, we also love the spot prawns in Alaska and Canada. Shrimping takes a lot more equipment than
crabbing so we don’t do that. But our friends Dave and Janet of Cowabunga, a 40’ Nordhavn, invited us for a prawn
dinner. It was incredible. Again, it pays to have friends that know how to catch all these critters. PS - We’ve known Dave
and Janet and their beautiful family since our first Nordhavn. Turns out Dave and Lance both served in NOAA back in the
late 60’s and early 70’s although they didn’t know each other at the time.

Speaking of friends... what we love about boating is meeting lots of new people and seeing old friends again. Fun to share
stories and the guys enjoy seeing each other’s engine rooms and talk all that boat stuff. I have remained steadfast in not
spending time in the engine room.

One highlight of the summer was going to see the bears at AnAn Observatory near Wrangell, Alaska. The bears are
loading up before they hibernate and the salmon are swimming upstream to lay their eggs. You are literally a few feet
from the bears. They first eat the roe and then the brains. There are so many fish that the older bears just discard the rest of
the carcass and young bears and birds get the rest. It was quite the experience. Keep in mind I did not have a telephoto
lens – just my old iPhone.

Before we left Alaska, we wanted to see a glacier. We didn’t have time to make it to Glacier Bay but we did get to Tracy
Arm. The glaciers are stunning and the icebergs are intimidating. We didn’t get as close to the glacier as we did 10 years
ago because the small “bergie bits” were too thick in this glacier (when you are hearing thumping and grating noises, you
know you are in a mine field). Here are some pictures of the glacier and one of the larger icebergs we went by.

Next summer we hope to make Glacier Bay again (did it 10 years ago). A little history about this photo of StarPlath taken
in Glacier Bay… Lance got in the dinghy and left me to drive the boat up close to the glacier. He couldn’t believe how
close I was getting the boat and then the glacier calved (meaning a huge chunk of the glacier just fell off). Fortunately, it
was behind me and I didn’t hear it (it makes a loud cracking sound) because I had the doors closed. When it calves, it
makes a big wave and the next thing I felt the wave hit and then saw Lance and the dinghy bobbing up and down. Just
lucky it didn’t calve where I was!

Now it was time to bring the summer cruising to an end. Fortunately, Canada had opened the border so we didn’t have to
rush through without touching land. We had to get a COVID test before we left Alaska and it had to be within 72 hours of
arriving in Canada. It’s a 2 day trip for our boat so we had the test done late on a Saturday so it would theoretically give us
a third day if necessary. The only testing in Ketchikan was a drive through facility so we lined up with the cars although
we were on foot. But passed the test which incidentally, when we arrived in Canada, they did not even ask it!
We went to several places we had visited on our first cruise to Alaska – first stop was Sullivan Bay. This marina is
surrounded by float homes and is quite unique. One of the homes has a helicopter pad. Here’s a photo of the mail plane
which is a 1940 Grumman Goose with Pratt & Whitney Wasp Jr. radial engines. Quite a collector’s item.

Next was Lagoon Cove. When we were there 10 years ago, we left our first Nordhavn burgee. Nordhavn gives
you a burgee for certain milestones. This time we left our most recent burgee (20,000 nm) since we can now get
the next one… 25,000 nm. Nordhavn let us carryover our mileage from StarPlath to Tavie.

Refuge Cove was another quaint spot. Float homes, although not quite the level of the ones in Sullivan Bay. Refuge Cove
has a trash scow in the bay which we used 10 years ago.

Refuge Cove is also famous for their garbage scow. Getting rid of garbage is very difficult when you’re cruising. We have
to inventory garbage because many places don’t have a place to get rid of garbage and some marinas allow one bag of
garbage. So this is a handy, albeit ugly, service.

Then on to Gorge Harbour. When we were here 10 years ago we met 2 other Nordhavn’s. We introduced ourselves and
then met on one of the boats for drinks that night. The next day I was in the marina’s laundry room and a woman asked
me “How long had we planned our rendezvous with the other Nordhavn’s?” I replied “oh, we just met them yesterday.”
To which she replied “you Nordhavn owners are like Harley owners… instant groupies!” That’s a compliment to
Nordhavn because we owners have a love in common – our Nordys.

Tikki did great. She was less nervous underway than Tavie (our first boat dog that made almost 25,000 nautical miles on
StarPlath) and who we named this boat after. Tikki makes friends wherever she goes - she loves people and is such a
happy dog. She can make the grumpiest person smile.

At the end of the season, we looked back and said what a great summer. We enjoyed showing off Nordhavn’s newest
model and basked in the compliments from almost everyone. “Beautiful boat”, “when my RangerTug grows up, it wants
to be an N41”, “I would call it beautiful but that would be inadequate” and so on. We now know we made the right
decision to get this boat... as I’ve said, we were too old to cruise so we sold StarPlath but then realized we were too young
to sit around. This boat is much easier for us than StarPlath (twin engines are more maneuverable, no paravanes for
stabilization, dinghy is a breeze to deploy, engine room has plenty of room for Lance to work in, etc.) and we made the
decision that long range cruising was no longer in the cards although Lance thinks this boat is as ocean capable as any
Nordhavn. Best thing to say - we’ll never regret getting this boat and Tikki. Congrats to Nordhavn for an excellent job
(they’re already winning international awards for the design).
So until next boating season, smooth sailing to all.
Stephanie Leuthesser

Scenery along the way – didn’t realize how most of the time in Alaska was cloudy until I started going through the photos.

